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Modern	Machine	Learning	for	Particle	Physics

Test	on	data

Final	multivariate	discriminant

Combine	best	variables
• Boosted	Decision	Trees
• Neural	Networks

Run	simulations

Derive	some	observables

Think	about	physics

Traditional	approach Modern	machine	learning
Don’t	think	about	physics

Computer	learns	discrimination
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Modern	Network	Architectures
• Dense neural	network

• Each	node	in	layer	linked	to	each	node	in	previous	layer.

• Deep network	
• Many	layers

4

Image
Filter	
layer

• Adversarial neural	network
• Network	trains	through	competition

• Recurrent neural	networks
• Variable	length	inputs
• e.g.	natural	language	processing

• Convolutional neural	network
• Act	on	patches	of	previous	layer
• Exploits	translation	symmetry

• Reinforcement	learning
• Interacts	with	environment
• e.g.	AlphaGo

• Unsupervised	learning
• Learns	data	without	labels
• e.g.	ind hidden	patterns



Convolutional	
Neural	Networks
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Filters/feature	maps
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Each	filter	picks	up	on	a	different	aspect	of	the	image

Image Filter	
layer

• Works	great	for
• Faces
• Letters
• Cats	vs	dogs	

• Quark	and	gluon	jets	look	a	lot	more	similar	than	cats	and	dogs!
• Will	CNNs	work	for	quark/gluon	discrimination?
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Jet	Images
Application	to	finding	W	bosons• Treat	energy	deposits	as	image

W	boson	jet (looks	like	2	jets)
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Figure 6: Left: ROC curves for individual physics-motivated features as well as three deep neural
network discriminants. Right: the DNNs are compared with pairwise combinations of the physics-
motivated features.
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Figure 7: ROC curves that combined the DNN outputs with physics motivated features for the
Convnet (left) and MaxOut (right) architectures.
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mass

CNN

n-subjettiness

Also,	tops

Cogan	et	al.	(arXiv:1407.5675)
Almeida	et	al.	(arXiv:1501.05968)

Baldi et	al.	(arXiv:1603.09349)
de	Olivera et	al.	(arXiv:1511.05190)

Kasieczkaa et	al.	(arXiv:1701.08784)
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CNNs	for	Quark	vs	Gluon	jets

preprocess

• Center
• Crop	
• Normalize
• Zero
• Standardize

• Red	=	energy	of	charged	particles
• Green	=	energy	of	neutral	particles
• Blue	=	number	of	charged	particles

NN	inputs

8

Three	input	layers	

Komiske,	Metodiev,	MDS	(arXiv:1612.01551)
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CNN	architecture
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max-pooling

dense layer

quark jet

gluon jet

| {z }
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Figure 2: An illustration of the deep convolutional neural network architecture. The first

layer is the input jet image, followed by three convolutional layers, a dense layer and an

output layer.

charged, neutral and negatively charged particles. To be concrete, in this study we take three

input channels:

red = transverse momenta of charged particles

green = the transverse momenta of neutral particles

blue = charged particle multiplicity

Each of these observables is evaluated on each image pixel. All channels of the image undergo

the standard pre-processing: the images are normalized such that
P

ij I
(k)
ik = 1, where k

indexes over channel; the zero centering and standardization are done for each pixel in each

– 9 –

• Convolution	layers
• 32	✕ 32	(image)	è 8	✕ 8	è 4	✕ 4		è 2	✕ 2		è 1

• Final	layer	is	densely	connected	to	all	final	filters

• Output	nodes	connected	to	all	notes	in	final	hidden	layer

9

Komiske,	Metodiev,	MDS	(arXiv:1612.01551)



Matthew	SchwartzFigure 5: (top) ROC and (bottom) SIC curves of the FLD and the deep convolutional

network trained on (left) 200GeV and (right) 1000GeV Pythia jet images with and without

color compared to baseline jet observables and a BDT of the five jet observables.

in signal over background discrimination power in a collider physics application, and also

exhibits a nontrivial maximum (at some "q) which gives an unbiased measure of the relative

performance of di↵erent discriminants [6].

The ROC and SIC curves of the jet variables and the deep convolutional network on

200GeV and 1000GeV Pythia jets are shown in Figure 5. The quark jet classificiation

e�ciency at 50% quark jet classification e�ciency for each of the jet variables and the CNN

are listed in Table 1. To combine the jet variables into more sophisticated discriminants, a

boosted decision tree (BDT) is implemented with scikit-learn. The convolutional network

outperforms the traditional variables and matches or exceeds the performance of the BDT of

all of the jet variables. The performance of the networks trained on images with and without

color is shown in Figure 6.
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✏Qp
✏G

Deep	grayscale NN	

Figure 5: (top) ROC and (bottom) SIC curves of the FLD and the deep convolutional

network trained on (left) 200GeV and (right) 1000GeV Pythia jet images with and without

color compared to baseline jet observables and a BDT of the five jet observables.
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color is shown in Figure 6.
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Quark/Gluon	CNN	results

Deep	Color	NN	

BDT	of	top	5	variables

Works	really	well	– especially	considering	we	don’t	put	in	any	physics!

Single	variables

10

Komiske,	Metodiev,	MDS	(arXiv:1612.01551)
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Figure 5: Means of extracted templates for wtrk (left) and wcalo (right) comparing data (solid line), P����� (dotted
line) and Herwig++ (dashed line). The top plots show the distribution for |⌘ | < 0.8, the bottom plots are for
1.2 < |⌘ | < 2.1. The bottom panel of each plot shows the ratio of the P����� and Herwig++ distributions to the
extracted templates. The last pT bin in all plots includes overflow events.

4.4 Validation

Using the �+2jet and trijet validation samples defined in Section 3 it is possible to check the extracted
templates against purified quark- and gluon-jet data samples. Figure 7 show a comparison of the means of
the template distributions for quarks and gluons as compared with the two samples. The variables ntrk and
wcalo are displayed as examples. Generally the extracted templates and validation samples agree within
15%, with the extracted gluon means being typically 10–15 % higher in the validation sample. The quark
means are well reproduced, except at the lowest pT bins. Note that no attempt is made to correct the
validation samples to 100% light-quark or gluon jet purity. However the purity of these samples is above
90%. therefore di�erences between the the validation and extracted templates can be attributed to other
sources, such as sample dependence, as discussed in Section 5.

4.5 Discrimination Performance

In order to determine which variables are most powerful for quark-gluon discrimination, a likelihood is
created to rank the variables based on the fraction of gluons they reject (gluon rejection) for fixed quark

13

11

LHC	data	on	quark	and	gluon	jets
ATLAS	(arXiv:1405.6583)
ATLAS	(ATLAS-CONF-2016-034)

• Simulations	don’t	agree
with	each	other

• Data	does	not	agree
with	any	simulation

Jet	width

Pythia/Herwig	gluon	jets

Gluon	jets	in	data
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Training	Q/G	discriminants	on	data
• Don’t	have	samples	of	pure	quark	and	gluon	jets	in	data
• Do	we	need	them?

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0

1

2

3

4

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0

1

2

3

4100%	Quarks

100%	Gluons 80%	gluons

60%	quarks

Sample	1:	f1	(x)	=	0.6	Q(x)	+	0.4	G(x)
Sample	2:	f2(x)	=	0.2	Q(x)	+	0.8	G(x)

Q(x)	=	2	f1(x)	– f2(x)
G(x)	=	-0.5	f1(x)	+1.5	f2(x)

• Any	two	independent	samples	will	do,	in	principle
• Inversion	requires	high	statistics,	impossible	for	multidimensional	inputs

12

Weak	supervision:	don’t	try	to	unmix samples,	just	learn	discrimination
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Weak	supervision

results that mention quark/gluon tagging, but there many more analyses that would benefit from a
tagger if a robust technique existed.

The weakly supervised classification strategy is particularly useful for quark/gluon tagging because
the fraction of quark jets for a particular set of events is well-known from parton distribution functions
and matrix element calculations while useful discriminating features have not been computed to high
accuracy and simulations often mis-model the data. To illustrate this concrete example, quark and
gluon jets are simulated and a weakly supervised classifier is trained on the generated event sample.
Unlike real data, in the simulated sample, we also know per-event labels which are used to additionally
train a fully supervised classifier. Events with 2 ! 2 quark-gluon scattering (dijet events) are simulated
using the Pythia 8.18 [16] event generator. Jets are clustered using the anti-k

t

algorithm [17] with
distance parameter R = 0.4 via the FastJet 3.1.3 [18] package. Jets are classified as quark- or gluon-
initiated by considering the type of the highest energy quark or gluon in the full generator event
record that is inside a 0.3 radius of the jet axis. For simplicity, one transverse momentum range is
considered: 45 GeV < pT < 55 GeV. Additionally, there is a pseudo-rapidity requirement that mimics
the usual detector acceptance for charged particle tracking: |⌘| < 2.1. Heuristically, gluons have twice
as much strong-force charge as quark jets, resulting in more constituents and a broader radiation
pattern. Therefore, the following variables are useful for quark/gluon discrimination: the number of
jet constituents n, the first radial moment in pT (jet width) w, and the fraction of the jet pT carried
by the leading anti-kT R = 0.1 subjet f0. The constituents i considered for computing n and w are
the hadrons in the jet with pT > 500 MeV.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison of ROC curves for quark/gluon jet discrimination using a fully supervised clas-
sifier or a weakly supervised classifier. In (a) the fully and weakly supervised classifiers are trained on
identical simulated data and evaluated on a test sample drawn from the same population. The weakly
supervised classifier matches the performance of the fully supervised one. The curves corresponding
to the three input observables used as discriminant are shown as reference. In (b), the fully supervised
classifier (blue line) is trained on a labeled simulated training sample. The weakly supervised classifier
(red line) is trained on an unlabeled pseudo-data training sample. In both cases, the performance is
evaluated on the same pseudo-data test sample. The ratios to the performance of a fully supervised
classifier trained on a labeled pseudo-data sample are shown in the bottom pad.

A weakly supervised classifier with one hidden layer of size 30 is trained by considering 12 bins
of the distribution of the absolute di↵erence in pseudorapidity between the two jets [19]. The propor-

– 5 –

Multiplicity
Jet	width
Hard	subjet

• Learning	with	label	proportions	(LLP)
• Weak	learning	work	with	3	quark/gluon	discriminants

13

Weakly	supervised	works	as	well	as
fully	supervised

Dery et	al.	(arXiv:1702.00414)

Weak	supervision:	don’t	try	to	unmix samples,	just	learn	discrimination
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Weak	supervision	with	unknown	mixtures

f1, f2 = 0.8, 0.2

pp ! H ! qq̄/gg

Pythia 8.183p
s = 13 TeV

mH = 500 GeV

(a)

f1, f2 = 0.8, 0.2

pp ! H ! qq̄/gg

Pythia 8.183p
s = 13 TeV

mH = 500 GeV

(b)

Figure 5. Quark/gluon discrimination performance in terms of (a) ROC curves and (b) SI curves.
Shown are results for the dense net trained on 150k pure samples, and then with CWoLa on f1 = 80%
versus f2 = 20% mixed samples, as well as the input observables individually. The classifier trained
on the mixed samples achieves similar performance to the classifier trained on the pure samples, with
improvement in performance over the input observables.

that the optimal classifier for mixed samples of signal and background is also optimal for pure

samples of signal and background, proven in Theorem 1, could be of tremendous practical

use at the LHC for learning directly from data whenever truth information is unknown or

uncertain and whenever detailed and reliable simulations are unavailable. We highlight that

no new specific code, loss function, or model architecture is needed to implement CWoLa. Any

tools for training a classifier using truth information can be directly applied to discriminate

mixed samples and thus to train in the CWoLa framework directly on data.

Using a toy example, we found that CWoLa performs as well as LLP (which requires

knowledge of the class proportions), suggesting that CWoLa is a robust paradigm for weak

supervision. Of course, to determine operating points and classification power for the CWoLa

method, some label information is needed, but it can be furnished by a smaller sample of

testing data that can be separate from the larger mixed samples used for training. It is

also worth remembering that CWoLa assumes that the mixed samples are not subject to

contamination or sample-dependent labeling, though one could imagine using data-driven

cross-validation with more than two mixed samples to identify and mitigate such e↵ects. More

ambitiously, one could try to apply CWoLa to event samples that otherwise look identical,

to try to tease out potential subpopulations of events.
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knowledge of the class proportions), suggesting that CWoLa is a robust paradigm for weak

supervision. Of course, to determine operating points and classification power for the CWoLa

method, some label information is needed, but it can be furnished by a smaller sample of

testing data that can be separate from the larger mixed samples used for training. It is
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• Classification	Without	Labels	(CWOLA)
• Trains	to	find	differences	in	samples,	without	

knowing	quark/gluon	fractions

Works	as	well	as	fully	supervised!

Cohen,	Freytsis,	Ostdiek (arXiv:1706.09451)
Metodiev,	Nachman,	Thaler (arXiv:1708.02949)

Will	weak	supervision	work	on	high-dimensional	raw	input	(jet	images)?	
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Jet	images	+	weak	supervision

15

• Learning	from	mixed	samples	without	labels	as	good	learning	 from	pure	samples
• Labels	not	needed	even	for	complex	inputs

MDS,	Komiske,	Metodiev,	Nachman (arXiv:1801.10158)

Fully	supervised

Weak	supervision
(Mixed	samples)

Dog



Image	de-noising

16
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Super-resolution
True	high-res	imagesGive	NN	this NN	output

Google	Brain	PixelCNN

• Trains	on	database	of
high-res	images

• Guesses	“hallucinations”
• Uses	CNN	architecture

Dahl	et	al.	(arXiv:1702.00783)
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Super-resolution
True	high-res	imagesGive	NN	this NN	output

Google	Brain	PixelCNN

• Trains	on	database	of
high-res	images

• Guesses	“hallucinations”
• Uses	CNN	architecture

Dahl	et	al.	(arXiv:1702.00783)
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I Look at correlations between truth and corrected jets.

I Shown below with 140 pileup events.

I Subtraction alone does not perform as well.
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Area Subtraction

Matthew Low (UChicago) Jet Cleansing August 12, 2013 13 / 23

Pileup
Pile-Up ⌘ Z0 ! µµ candidate event with NPV = 25 from 2012

S. Menke, MPP München ⇣ Pile-Up in Jets in ATLAS ⌘ BOOST, 12-16. Aug 2013, Flagstaff, AZ 7

• LHC	collides	protons	in	bunches
• 1011 protons/bunch
• Up	to	200	collisions	per	bunch	crossing

• Tracking	system	can	resolve	primary	collision	from	secondary	”pileup”	collisions
• Only	charged	particles	can	be	seen	this	way

Pileup	removal
algorithm

Can	we	use	machine	learning	to	remove	the	pileup	radiation?

19
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Pileup Images

Eric M. Metodiev (MIT) PUMML July 19, 2017 12 / 23

Pileup	removal	as	regression	problem

Can	measure
1. Leading	vertex	charged	particles
2. Pileup	charged	particles
3. Total	neutral	particles

Leading	vertex	
neutral	particles?
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CNNs	for	Pileup	Removal
Pileup Images

Eric M. Metodiev (MIT) PUMML July 19, 2017 12 / 23

• Separate	observable	energy	deposits	into	3	images	

Input	to	CNN	and	train

Komiske,	Metodiev,	Nachman,	MDS	(arXiv:1707.08600)

21
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PileUp Mitigation	with	Machine	Learning	(PUMML)

Leading Vertex with Pileup PUMML PUPPI SoftKiller

Figure 3: Depictions of three randomly chosen leading jets. Shown from left to right are

the neutral leading vertex particles, with pileup added, with PUMML applied, with PUPPI

applied, and with SoftKiller applied. From examining these events, it appears that PUMML

has learned an e↵ective pileup mitigation strategy.

• Energy Correlation Functions, ECF(�)
N [41]: Specifically, we consider the logarithm

of the two- and three-point ECFs with � = 4.

Fig. 4 illustrates the distributions of several of these jet observables after applying the

di↵erent pileup subtraction methods. While these plots are standard, they do not give a per-

event indication of performance. A more useful comparison is to show the distributions of the

per-event percent error in reconstructing the true values of the observables, which are shown

in Fig. 5. To numerically explore the event-by-event e↵ectiveness, we can look at the Pearson

linear correlation coe�cient between the true and corrected values or the interquartile range

(IQR) of the percent errors. Table 1 summarizes the event-by-event correlation coe�cients

of the distributions shown in Fig. 4. Table 2 summarizes the IQRs of the distributions shown

in Fig. 5. PUMML outperforms the other pileup mitigation techniques on both of these

metrics, with improvements for jet substructure observables such as the jet mass and the

energy correlation functions.

It is important to verify that PUMML learns a pileup mitigation function which is not

overly sensitive to the NPU distribution of its training sample. Robustness to the NPU on

which it is trained would indicate that PUMML is learning a universal subtraction strategy.
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Truth PUMML

Truth

With	140	
piluep events

PUMML

• Excellent	leading	
vertex	(truth)	reconstruction

With	140	
piluep events

• Excellent	observable	reconstruction • Excellent	stability	for	variable	piluep #

Komiske,	Metodiev,	Nachman,	MDS	(arXiv:1707.08600)

22



Learning	physics
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Regression

Learning	physics?

How	can	we	understand	jets	better	using	machine	learning?
Idea:			(1)	Let	neural	network	learn	about	jets

(2)	Look	inside	to	see	what	it’s	doing This	is	the	hard
part!

Classification

Machine	learning	in	jet	physics

e.g.	pile	up	subtractione.g.	quark/gluon	discrimination
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Conflicting	goals	for	the	neural	network

seed jet

Transparent	enough
to	understand	it

Flexible	enough
to	fit	any	data
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Conflicting	goals	for	the	neural	network

seed jet

Transparent	enough
to	understand	it

Flexible	enough
to	fit	any	data

Strategy

• Use	network	architecture	inspired	by	QCD	parton shower
• But	flexible	enough	to	fit	non-factorizing	effects

Improved	
understanding	of	jets
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How	do	we	generate	jets?

u

d

Markov	process	/	Parton	shower

dP
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How	do	we	interpret	jets?

u

d

Jet	clustering	algorithm
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Q C D - I N S P I R E D  R E C U R S I V E  N E U R A L  N E T W O R K S

77

•Work with Gilles Louppe, Kyunghyun Cho, Cyril Becot 
(arXiv:1702.00748) 

• Use sequential recombination jet algorithms to 
provide network topology (on a per-jet basis) 

• path towards ML models with good physics properties 

• Top node of recursive network provides a fixed-length 
embedding of a jet that can be fed to a classifier

kt anti-kt

Recursive	neural	networks
Collision events as text paragraphs

Analogy:

• word ! particle

• sentence ! jet

• parsing ! jet algorithm

• paragraph ! event

Domain knowledge is used to template the structure of

the network, on a per-event basis.
QCD-aware recursive

networks

Credits: 1702.00748

19 / 37

Tree-structure	in	natural	language Tree-structure	in	jets	at	the	LHC

Based	on	semi-classical	radiation	pattern

• Jets	are	fractal	objects
• Due	to	scale	invariance	of	classical	chromodynamics

• Recursive	networks	exploit	self-similarity	
Recursive

• Inspired by natural language processing

• Work with a sequence of inputs

• Inputs can change the state of the cell (Long Short Term Memory)

29http://colah.github.io/

Louppe,	Cho,	Becot,	Cranmer	(arXiv:1707.08966)

29
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Clustering	history
• Just	an	algorithm	(no	QCD)

• Different	algorithms	give	very	different	sequences
• Defined	from	stable	particles/tracks	in	data	(not	partons)
• Useful	because it	looks	like	a	parton shower

Many	applications
• Jet	Pruning
• Jet	Trimming
• Soft-drop
• Qjets
• Modified	mass	drop
• …

Goal:	construct	a	neural	network	that	learns	to	recognize	real	clustering	histories
• Splittings should	look	like	QCD	splittings
• Can	train	on	data
• Can	learn	non-linear	correlations/factorization	violating	effects/non-pertubative physics

not	easily	calculated	in	QCD
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JUNIPR:	Jets	from	UNsupervised Interpretable	PRobabilistic models

• Unsupervised	learning	of	clustering-history	with	RNN

• Each	step	in	clustering	history	is	a	set	of	words	(momenta)

• Jets	are	fractal	objects
• Due	to	scale	invariance	of	classical	chromodynamics

• Recurrent	networks	can	exploit	self-similarity	
• Use	RNNs not	just	for	inputs,	but	for	the	whole	jet	clustering	history

Andreassen,	Feige,	Frye,	MDS.	(arXiv:1804.09720
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The	probability	(=cross	section)	for	a	jet	(=set	of	momenta)…

… is	the	 product	over	time	steps	defined	by	a	clustering	tree…

t=0

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

…where	each	time	step	is	factored	into	3	parts:

• Train	each	part	separately	on	clustering	histories	from	simulation

P	=	P(not	the	end)		x	P(parent	splits)	x	P(daughter	momenta)
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Probability	(cross	section)	for	jet	as	a	product

1	GeV

500	GeV

20	GeV

nodes	labeled
with

with	model	trained,
can	compute	probability	of	any	example	jet,
e.g.

Andreassen,	Feige,	Frye,	MDS.	(arXiv:1804.09720
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better

Example	application:	Discrimination
Train	two	models

Model	1:	Quark	jets Model	2:	Boosted	Z	boson	jets

Given	set	of	4	
momenta	{X}

PQ =	prob.	for	{X}
=	P(	{X}	|	Q	)

PZ =	prob.	for	{P}
=	P(	{X}	|	Z	)

Directly	compute	likelihood.		P(	Z	|	{X}	)	=
P(	{X}	|	Z	)

P(	{X}	|	Z	)	+ P(	{X}	|	Q	)

Works	really	
well!

Andreassen,	Feige,	Frye,	MDS.	(arXiv:1804.09720
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• energy	shared	asymmetrically	in	first	splitting									quark	like!
• high	multiplicity										quark	like!

Allows	discrimination	to	be	deconstructed

• nodes	labeled	with	

• negative												quark	like	
positive													Z	like

Andreassen,	Feige,	Frye,	MDS.	(arXiv:1804.09720
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JUNIPR	Binary:	supervised	training	for	discrimination
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Conclusions
• Large	Hadron	Collider	produces	petabytes	of	data

• Searching	for	interesting	signals	is	a	hay-in-a-haystack	problem

Domo arigato!
38

• Think about	how	to	find	signals
• Compute	and	understand	discriminants

• Organize	the	data so	compute	can	process	it
• Let	the	machine	do	the	thinking

Two	choices

calculation intuition

• Open	questions
• Can	we	understand	what	the	networks	are	doing?
• Can	we	learn	physics	with	modern	machine	learning?
• Will	data	analysis	“by	hand”	be	made	obsolete?


